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                Late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century multiracial characters in US popular culture almost always have been dismissed by critics as tragic. They are the torn victims of race crossing whose inevitably dismal fates result from their race-infringing parents and are exacerbated by their own romantic adventures across racial lines. Mixed-race characters bear epithets such as the tragic mulatto, the half-caste, and the half-breed; their downfall is unchangeable presumably because of the incompatible white and minority bloods that flow within their veins. Stories about multiracial characters function in US culture as barometers of race relations. Tragic mixed-race tales illuminate the white nation’s pathological fear of the deepest and most permanent form of integration: miscegenation.
Jolie A. Sheffer warns that this is not the full story. In The Romance of Race: Incest, Miscegenation, and Multiculturalism in the United States, 1880-1930, Sheffer imagines mixed-race subjects in turn-of-the-twentieth-century literature and their women of color (often mixed-race) authors as not just the embodiment of tragedy but the active agents of resistance and change. Sheffer writes that while stories of miscegenation and incest, which she terms racial romances, serve the function of “reveal[ing] a history of exploitation of racialized women by … white men” (2), they also “offer a multiracial model of national identity that promises a more egalitarian future for minorities in the United States or those affected by its imperial reach” (3). Sheffer links the former claim to the trope of incest, which “functions as the literary test limit for white male privilege and racialized female abjection, since what could more graphically illustrate the dangers of male conquest and female victimization than the horror of father-daughter incest?” (68). The latter claim is the more radical of the two, and Sheffer uses it to push forward the notion that “kinship through shared endeavor, not shared blood … plot[s] a multicultural future” (120). Sheffer brings the two prongs of her thesis together to contend that both incest (endogamy) and miscegenation (exogamy) “were dangerous and powerful tropes deployed in literature and popular culture as a means to reimagine racial and ethnic minorities as members of the national family” (171).
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